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Let 

On a Modified Form of Fourier

Bessel Integral Theorem 
(Received Oct. 8, 1958) 

Fumiki KITO* 

Abstract 

In this short note, the author gives a modified form of Fourier-Bessel integral 

theorem, using the Bessel functions of second kind Y n(Z). The theorem relates 
to functions of the form Tn(r,).)=]n(r).)Yn(ra) -Yn(r).)]n(ra) which is practi

cally the same as used by Sneddon,<t> but it is thought that the form given by the 

author may be more convenient for practical computation. The theorem is also 

extended to the case of functions of the form 
Sn(r,).) =]n(rJ.)Y n1(ra)- Y n(r ).)]n1(ra) 

I. Fourier-Bessel Integral Theorem for Tn(r,J..) 

T n(r,'A) =]n(r"A) Yn(ra)- Y n(r>...)]n(ra) ( 1) 

where ]n(x) is the Bessel function of first kind of order n. Yn(x) is the (Weber's) 

Bessel function of second kind of order n, defined by 

y n(Z)= cos n7C fn(Z)- f-n(Z) 
sm nrr 

[it corresponds to Y n(Z) as given in Watson's Treatise on Bessel Functions. 

It also corresponds to Nn(Z) of Jahnke-Emde's Table of Functions] 

a is a real positive constant. A., r and p are real positive variables. n is a real positive 
number, but in practical applications n is usually taken as positive integer. 

If we write 

h 

I =(r2 - p2
) f Tn(r,A.)T n(P,"A)'AdA. (2) 

a 

and transform this integral exprssion by means of the Lommel's integral formula, we 

have 

* .!JW, 5ll ~ .miG : Dr. Eng., Professor at Keio University 

<t> I. N. Sneddon; Fourier Transforms (1951) 

(18) 
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I = Yn(ra )Yt.(pa) [pi\]n( ri\)]n' ( p A.)- ri\] n'( r'A )] n(p i\)]~ 

- Y n(ra)]n(Pa)[p'A] n(r'A)Y n'(p'A)-r'A] n'( ri\) Y n(PA.)]: 

- Y n(Pa)]n(ra)[p>..Yn(rA.)]n'(p'A )-ri\Y,/(r'A )]~o(pA.)]~ 

+ ]n(ra)]n(pa)[pi\Y n( ri\) Yn'(pA.)- ri\Y n'( r'A)Yn(p'A)]~ (3) 

Collecting terms pertaining to lower limit of integration "'A=a, we find that the sum is 
null. 

The expression (3) may also be written :-

I= Yn(ra)Yn(pa)[ -p'A]n(r'A) Yn+t(p'A)+r'AYn(p'A)]n+1 (ri\)]~ 

- Y n(ra)] n(pa)[- pi\] n(rA.)Y n+t(pA)+ rAY n(pi\)] n-u(ri\)]~ 

+ fn( ra)]n(pa)[- pi\Yn(ri\)Yn+t(pi\)+ r>..Y n(pi\) Yn+tC ri\)]~ ( 4) 

As to terms pertaining to upper limit "A= h, of integration, we assume that h has a 
very large positive real value, and put for fn(ph), etc., their asymptotic expressions. 
Using the known result 

~ . (2 · ( n: nn: ) Yn(Z)=:=y rc zsln z-4-2 

we find that 

I . [ 1 sin ( r- p) h] 
( r2-p2 )-:- Yn(ra)Yn( pa) n:,y' pr r-p - Y n(ra)],.(pa)[O]- Yn(pa)]n( ra)[O] 

[ 
1 sin(r-p )h] + ]n(Ya)]n(pa) rc,y' pr r-p +P(h) 

1 sin (r-p)h 
~ . 1 - [Yn(ra)Y n(pa)+]n(ra)]n(pa)]· r +P(h) xvpr -p 

(5) 

The term denoted by p(h) vanishes as h-HxJ. Thus we see that for a very large value 

of h ; 

h 

fT ( )T ( -.) d · 1 sin(r-p)h n r,i\ n p,!\, A. A.=;= ~=M1(r p) 
7tv pr ' r-p 

a 

( 6) 

(19) 
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where 

M1(p,r) = Yn(ra)Y n(pa)+ ]n(ra)]n(paJ (7) 

In order to apply this relatwn (6) in establishing a modified form of Fourier-Bessel 
integral theorem, let us put 

q 

/(X)= f pcp(p) Tn(p,"A )dp 
p 

(8) 

where p and q are positive real constants such that o<p<q. cp(p) is an arbitrary function 
of real variable p, which satisfies the Dirichlet's conditions. Also, by putting 

q 

U = j"Af("A)Tn(r,"A)d"A 

p 

we have, by (6) :-

q 
u =jp<fJ(p) Ml(p,r)sin(r-p)h d 

7t..Jpr r-p P 
p 

Thus we see, by Dirichlet's theorem, that, for h~= we have, 

U =i[cp(r+O)+cp(r-O)]Ml(r,r) 

so long as P<r<q. The value of M 1(r,r) is, by(7), 

M 1(r,r) = [Yn(ra)] 2+ []n(ra)] 2 

Thus we have the theorem :-

If 

then 

q 

f(?t_) = f pcp(p) Tn(p,"A)dp 
p 

II. Fourier-Bessel integral theorem for Sn(r,).) 

(9) 

In some problems of hydrodynamics, the similar Fourier-Bessel integral theorem with 
respect to the functions 

Sn(r ,"A)= ]n(r"A) Y n'(ra)- Yn(r"A)]n'(ra) (10) 

is required. <2)<a) Here, it will be shown that the similar inference as above can be 

(20) 
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made with respect to this system of functions (10). 
In fact, if we calculate the integral 

h 

I =(r2-p2) J Sn(r,A,)Sn(p,A,) A, d;>.., (11) 
a 

in similar manner as above, we obtain first the expression of the form of (3), where 
we put ]n'(ra), ]n'(pa), Y n'(ra) and Y n'(pa) instead of ]n(ra), ]n(pa), Y n(ra) and Yn(pa) 

therein. Collecting t~rms pertaining to lower limit :\,=a of integration, we see again 
that the sum is null. In the same way, the integral (11) can be put into the form of 
( 4), where we write ]n'(ra) etc. instead of fn(ra) etc. Putting asymptotic expressions 
of ] n(ph) etc., we obtain, for a very large value of h; 

h 

! Sn(r ,;>..,)Sn(p,A,)A,dA,...:.- ~-M2(r p) sin(r-p )h 
rrv pr ' r-p 

a 

where 

M 2(r,.o)= [Y n'(ra) Yn'(pa)+] n'(ra)]n'(pa)] 

In this way, we obtain the following theorem 

If 

then 

q 

f(:\,)= J pcp(p)Sn(p,A,)dp 
p 

00 

f ;>..,f(A,)Sn(r,A,)d:\, = {!M2 (r,r)[cp(r+O)+cp(r-0)] P< r <q 
0 O<r<P or r>q 

a 

where 

-- ----------------
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